College of Education Lab Survey

ECDC Computer Lab, ECDC 210B

Who manages the labs?
Stephen Gallardo, System Support Specialist II, and Jose Escobar, Computer Grad Assistant

Are these open labs or closed labs?
ECDC 210B is a closed lab. It opens 10 minutes before each scheduled class.

Can these labs be used by the entire student body or are they class specific? The lab is not used by the entire student body.
It is class specific. It is also used by ECDC (CCISD Elementary) students for several class periods.

What are the hours of operation?
Depends on assigned class schedule

Where are they located?
ECDC 210 B

Is there specialized software used in these labs?
SPSS and Microsoft Office. No other specific software.

Please list all specialized software per lab and if possible what courses use that software.

SPSS was previously used for doctoral classes but is not currently being used.
A variety of courses for OCTD, Educational Technology and Kinesiology are taught in the lab.

Are these PC or Mac or Linux machines?
PC (25 PC, 6 pc laptops)

Are these manned labs with some sort of IT support for students?
Yes as needed. Support staff is not present during class periods but may be contacted to assist if there are technical problems.

Are there training materials on how to use the lab?
No, only rules (no food, drink etc.)

If the lab engages in student user training or provides training materials provide documentation.

N/A

What other services does this lab provide? i.e. scanners, video editing, image editing, CAD, plotters etc.
Scanners only. Lab does have equipment for vision impaired students.
Are said specialized services available to all students or only specific groups? Specific groups
Kinesiology Biomechanics Computer Lab, Classroom East 116
Kinesiology Exercise Physiology Lab, Classroom East 114

Who manages the labs?
Dr. Frank Spaniol manages the Biomechanics lab; Dr. Don Melrose manages the Physiology lab.

Are these open labs or closed labs?
Both are closed labs. Labs are only open for scheduled classes.

Can these labs be used by the entire student body or are they class specific? The lab is not used by the entire student body. They are class specific.

What are the hours of operation?
Depends on assigned class schedule

Where are they located?
CE 116 (computer - biomechanics lab) CE 114 Exercise Physiology Lab

Is there specialized software used in these labs?
SPSS, Dart Fish Motion Analysis Software, and Microsoft Office. No other specific software.

Please list all specialized software per lab and if possible what courses use that software.
SPSS is used for KIN 4311 Measurement and Evaluation; Dart Fish Motion Analysis is used for KIN 4327 Biomechanics.

Are these PC or Mac or Linux machines?
PC

Are these manned labs with some sort of IT support for students?
On occasion, a student assistant or grad student is employed to assist by the department.

Are there training materials on how to use the lab? No, only rules (no food, drink etc.)

If the lab engages in student user training or provides training materials provide documentation.
N/A

What other services does this lab provide? i.e. scanners, video editing, image editing, CAD, plotters etc.
(Information requested – pending)
Are said specialized services available to all students or only specific groups? Specific groups